


How To Read A Vista Pointe Quote 
 

1. Quote Number: please refer to this number if you have any questions 
2. Customer information: company/dealer name, contact person, date quoted 
3. System configuration description 
4. R.O. requested by dealer 
5. NFD (Net Frame Dimension). Outer periphery dimensions of VP system.  Usually 

½” les than R.O. in both width & height. 
6. Panel Size required to generate NFD in configuration requested 
7. # of panels in system 
8. Exterior clad finish requested 
9. Interior wood species & finish (if requested) 
10. Price: price per system is shown; then extended for multiple systems (if 

requested).  Note: extended price is not a simple multiplication of Qty x Amount 
Ea System.  Price includes a shop drawing fee but we only charge that fee one 
time for multiple systems that are identical.  The extended price is carried down to 
the Total Price in the Yellow Box in the center of the page. 

a. Total price is our Net price to the dealer and includes: 
i. Panels, all required hardware, tracks & matching cladding to 

assemble a complete system. 
ii. Door holds & hold-back magnets for bi-fold systems 

iii. Full assembly of every system in our shop prior to knock-down 
and shipment 

iv. Crating & packaging materials for shipment to dealer 
v. CAD generated complete shop drawings 

vi. Installation instruction handbook 
 

b. Total price does not include: 
i. Handles set if required for bi-fold system daily-use door (but does 

include multi-point lock for daily-use door 
ii. On-site installation  

iii. Shipping cost to dealer location 
 

11. Options not included but sometimes requested.  Unless otherwise requested,  
Multi-Slide (MS) systems are quoted with our standard FlushTrak™ sill and our  
WeatherTrak™ sill is offered as an option.  Also, MS systems can be automated  
so this option is usually shown. 
 

12. The dimensions shown on the Quote are approximations and should not be used 
for construction.  Detailed construction shop drawings will be provided when the 
system(s) is ordered. 
 
 


